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ABSTRACT 

 

Pelvic circumferential compression is a device used to reduce injury which 

inadvertently, cause soft tissue damage. When force is applied excessively to the pelvic 

binder, tissue is damaged due to prolonged high pressure. Therefore, effect from this 

interaction between tissue and pelvic binder is an important factor to avoid pressure 

sores due to human tissue damage. The aim of this study is to investigate the effects of 

human tissue interaction due to compression of the pelvic binder using a finite element 

modelling approach. A three-dimensional human pelvic model was developed to 

simulate pressure distribution on tissue interfaces. The applied loads with two different 

conditions – dry and wet skin were applied on both tips of the pelvic strap during 

binder-tissue interaction. The compression load of the pelvic binder was estimated on a 

pelvic strap in order to reduce pelvic fracture. The compression load was varied 

substantially between locations as well as between skin conditions. There were two 

straps on the pelvis. For pelvic strap 1, the pressure on the sacrum and ilium was higher 

than the pressure measured on pelvic strap 2 while pressure on the anterior area was the 

same for both pelvic straps. Analysis results showed that the pressure which developed 

between both tissue and pelvic binder exceeded the recommended pressure i.e. ≥ 9.3 

kPa at tissue interfaces. When pressure on tissue interfaces is not controlled, this 

condition can lead to tissue damage due to prolonged periods of time. Hence, to avoid 

tissue damage to the pelvic binder a cushion must be introduced to reduce the effect of 

tissue reaction from the prehospital device. Subsequently, tissue and pelvic binder 

interaction simulation results were compared with experimental data for validation in 

the model developed. 

 

Keywords: Nonlinear material model; human tissue; FEM, pelvic binder; tissue 

interaction; pressure sores; tissue damage. 

  

INTRODUCTION 

 

Pelvic circumferential compression devices (PCCDs) have been developed to maintain 

the stability of pelvic bones and reduce the volume of pelvic fractures during injuries [1-

4]. A number of PCCDs are used for patients who sustained pelvic fractures. To avoid 

tissue damage, the pressure recommended on tissue interfaces is kept below 9.3 kPa for 

more than 2–3 hours, continuously [5]. In the experiment, testing pressure 
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measurements on the interaction between tissue and pelvic binder were performed by 

researchers to determine the influence of PCCDs on patients [3, 4, 6-8]. All of these 

studies showed that the pressure on tissue interfaces exceeded the recommended 

pressure i.e. ≥ 9.3 kPa. The PCCDs is used to reduce injury in patients but at the same 

time can cause soft tissue damage due to excessive pressure on tissue interfaces [4, 6]. It 

is difficult to quantify the physical effects of pressure in the region of the human pelvis 

in the experimental method. The reason is simply because it could pose a risk to the 

patient. Alternatively, cadavers could be acquired; however, they are very expensive. 

Therefore, the deformation and subcutaneous stress of tissue between tissue interactions 

could not be observed [9]. Thus, the finite element (FE) modelling should be conducted 

to find the behaviour and the effect of tissue mechanical response against PCCDs. FE 

simulation of tissue interactions was carried out by researchers to study the effect of 

contact pressure on tissue interfaces [9-16]. Based on these studies it showed that there 

were many factors influencing pressure on tissue interactions, such as geometry, 

material model, boundary conditions and applied load. However, the effect of human 

tissue interactions during pelvic binder compression using a FE modelling approach has 

not been studied before. Therefore, the FE modelling of the pelvic binder and tissue 

interactions would take into account these factors to properly simulate the phenomena 

of tissue interactions. One important factor in reducing the high pressure on tissue 

interfaces is friction coefficient, where the difference in friction coefficient gives a 

significant effect on the pressure obtained [13, 16-18]. This condition is parallel with 

studies by previous researchers who stated that risk of pressure sores on patients could 

be reduced by considering the condition of friction and shear stress on tissue interfaces 

[19]. 

The aim of this study is to investigate the effects of human tissue interactions 

from compression of pelvic binder using a FE modelling approach. Human tissue is 

considered to be anisotropic, nonlinear and an incompressible material model. The 

friction coefficients between the contact interface of tissue and pelvic binder were 

estimated in two different conditions i.e. dry skin and wet skin. The effects of the 

interactions between tissue and pelvic binder for different friction coefficients are 

discussed in this study. The analysis results showed that the FE modelling of human 

tissue interactions was appropriate to study effects of tissue interactions. FE modelling 

of tissue interactions was confirmed by experimental results on PCCDs. 

 

METHODS AD MATERIALS 

 

FE Model of Tissue-PCCDs Contact Interface 

FE model of Tissue-PCCDs Contact Interface was developed to study the effects of 

interactions between tissue and prehospital device. The model consists of the human 

pelvis, pelvic structure, PCCDs and spine board which were modelled separately based 
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on a method for treating patients with pelvic injuries as shown in 

Pelvic bone

PCCDs

Human Pelvis

Spine board

Strap 1Strap 2 Binder

Strap 1

Strap 2

 
 

Figure 1. The FE model development of the tissue-PCCDs was modelled only on the 

pelvic area, which sustained interactions between tissue and prehospital device. The 

three-dimensional (3D) geometry of the human pelvis was simplified based on the 

model of CIRS Dynamic Pelvis Phantom as shown in Figure 2. The dimensions of the 

human pelvis are 200 mm x 300 mm x 200 mm (following a standard model of the 

CIRS Dynamic Pelvis Phantom). 
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Figure 1. FE model of tissue-PCCDs contact interface. 
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Figure 2. Geometry of the human pelvis. 

 

Figure 3 shows the development of a simplified model for pelvic bones based on 

clinical measurement data on the pelvic bone structure by [20] and the shape of the 

pelvic inlet, pelvic outlet, pelvic cavity and pubic arch by Snell [21]. Figure 3a shows 

the measurements of the pelvic structures, which include the transverse diameter, 

oblique diameter I, oblique diameter II and the anatomical conjugate measuring 135–
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140 mm, 120–125 mm, 115–120 mm and ~ 120 mm, respectively. While the 

interspinous distance and the intercristal distance are 260 mm and 290 mm, 

respectively. The size of the pelvic inlet between male and female is similar, but the 

shape and size of the pelvic cavity of the female is larger and the pelvic outlet is wider 

than the male, as shown in Figure 3b. This is the main difference between the two types 

of pelvic structures because the female pelvis is appropriate for the process of childbirth 

[21]. The PCCDs model was developed based on data obtained from the prehospital 

device that was developed by Ismail, Johar [3]. All of these models were reprised in the 

FE model to study the effects of interactions that occur between human tissue and pelvic 

binder. 
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Pelvic cavity
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6
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Figure 3. Structure of pelvic bone (a) pelvic measurement; (1) transverse diameter; (2) 

oblique diameter I; (3) oblique diameter II; (4) anatomical conjugate; (5) interspinous 

distance; (6) intercristal distance; (b) difference between the shape of the female and 

male pelvic bone. Source: Snell [21] for (b). 

 

Mechanical Properties 

In this study, the PCCDs were divided into two main parts. The first part was the main 

frame of the pelvic binder and the second part was a double tightening belt placed at the 

greater trochanter and the iliac. The main frame of the pelvic binder was made of 

polyurethane, while the belt was made of nylon [3]. The pelvic bone structure and spine 

board in the model were considered to be rigid. It was taken into account because the 

deformation of the pelvic bone structure and spine board were smaller than the 

deformation experienced in human tissue [11]. Mechanical properties of the pelvic bone 

and spine board were adopted from related literature in Table 1. The human tissue 

material model and mechanisms of tissue interactions modelling is briefly discussed 

below. 

 

Table 1. Mechanical properties of the pelvic bone and spine board [13, 22]. 

 

 E (MPa) ν  ρ (kg/m3) 

Pelvic Bone 7 x 103 0.3  

Spine Board 14 x 103 0.4 437 

Human Tissue Material Model 
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The soft tissue of the human pelvis model was modelled using anisotropic hyperelastic 

material model. The model is appropriate to describe the anisotropic material, large 

strain and large deformation with distributed fibre orientations. In this study, nonlinear 

material model of human tissue was represented by the Gasser-Ogden-Holzapfel 

material model. Annaidh, Bruyere [23] have successfully applied the Gasser-Ogden-

Holzapfel model to simulate the anisotropic behaviour of human tissue. In their study, 

the model was limited to simulating tensile tests in predicting the response of the 

mechanical behaviour of human tissue. The strain energy function (ψ) of the Gasser-

Ogden-Holzapfel model can be explained in the following equation (1) 

 

 
 

(1) 

 

where μ is the shear modulus, k1 is the initial slope, k2 is a stiffening parameter, I1 and I4 

are the anisotropic invariants. The parameter κ is the dispersion factor with 

0 ≤ κ ≤ 1/3, in which the fibre orientations is aligned when κ = 0 and if κ = 1/3 then 

the material becomes isotropic as shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Three-dimensional representation of the orientation of collagen fibres. 

 

The numerical value of the constitutive parameters μ, k1 and k2 can be 

determined by the following Eq. (2) 

 

 
 

(2) 

 

where ,  and   
 

where γ is the orientation of longer lines and Θ is the preferred orientation. The material 

properties of human tissue obtained from experimental data of previous researchers with 

ABAQUS parameters used in this study were ,  and  [23].  

Table 2 shows the material parameters that are used in this study to define general soft 

human tissue. 
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Table 2. Material parameters for hyperelastic material to define soft human tissue. 

 

 (MPa)  (MPa)  

0.1196 24.4715 0.0049 

 

Human Tissue-PCCDs Interaction 
In FE modelling of the interactions between tissue and PCCDs, the body force of a 

human pelvis was defined as the applied load. Based on Bottlang et al. [24], the 

compression force is estimated on a pelvic binder in order to reduce unstable pelvic 

fracture i.e. 180 N. Displacement was applied on both tips of the pelvic straps during 

binder-tissue interactions to describe the compressive force of the pelvic binder used. 

Analysis of the interactions between tissue and PCCDs was conducted on FE software 

using a penalty contact method. The friction coefficients between the contact interfaces 

of tissue and pelvic binder were determined based on two different conditions i.e. 0.3 in 

dry skin and 0.8 in wet skin [19]. This factor was taken into account because there is a 

correlation between mechanical behaviour and damaged tissue, in which tissue damage 

can be avoided by reducing friction and shear force on tissue interactions [19]. 

 

Material Model Validation of Human Tissue 

Validation of the material model used was conducted in FE simulation in two 

experiments. First, a uniaxial tensile test according to ASTM standard D412 [24]. 

Dimensions of the tensile test specimen can be seen in  

115

33

6 2
5

 
 

Figure 5 with a thickness of 2.25 mm. In the second simulation, compression test was 

conducted according to the experimental apparatus of in vivo facial skin implemented 

by Flynn, Taberner [25] which was also compared to validate the material model used. 

The FE model of the in vivo facial skin experiments with a thickness of 1.15 mm is 

shown in Figure 6. In experimental studies of the compression test, FE modelling of 

skin was divided into two circular partitions: the first partition is the boundary ring and 

the second, is a partition of the contact area between skin and probe. The boundary ring-

partition is a non-contact area whereas the outside area of the boundary ring-partition 

represents the contact area between skin and support plate. 
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Figure 5. Dimensions of the tensile test specimen (mm). 

 

The simulation results of the tensile test showed that stress is influenced by the 

parameter, κ in which stress is found to decrease with the increasing value of κ. Figure 

7 shows a comparison of stress-stretch with different values of parameter, κ. It was 

found that the value of parameter κ appropriate for the material used was 4/15 

compared with experimental data from Annaidh, Bruyère [24]. The analysis of per cent 

difference fit between the FE method and experimental method was 1.54% with 

R2 = 0.9798. It showed that human tissue behaviour can be predicted by the nonlinear 

material model of Gasser-Ogden-Holzapfel. Validation of the material model of human 

tissue was also performed through the FE model for compression tests, as shown in 
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Figure 8. It was found that the per cent difference fit between the FE method 

and the experimental method was 1.44% with R2 = 0.9997. Comparison of results for 

both the FE and experimental method showed that the model is able to predict human 

tissue behaviour in various tests. 
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Figure 6. FE model of the in vivo facial skin experiment (mm) [25, 26]. 
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Figure 7. Comparison between FE model and experimental data from tensile test 

specimens. 
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Figure 8. Comparison between FE model and experimental data from compression tests. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

Figure 9 shows the distribution of contact pressure between tissue and pelvic binder. It 

represents pressure on the posterior area which is higher than pressure in the anterior 

and iliac area. This condition is appropriate with the experimental data published by 

previous researcher [3], in which maximum contact pressure occurs on the posterior 

area. The pressure distribution on the left area of the iliac, right area of the iliac and the 

posterior area are shown in Figure 9a, b and d, respectively. It can be seen that the 

contact pressure on strap 1 is higher than the contact pressure on strap 2, while the 

contact pressure on the anterior area is the same on both the pelvic straps as shown in 

Figure 9c. The irregular pattern and contact distribution are caused by uneven 

compression during tightening of the PCCDs straps [8]. Even though the applied force 

for strap 1 and strap 2 are similar, the pressure exerted by the pelvic binder is 

significantly higher on strap 1. This is due to the different locations of straps that are 

placed on the structure of the pelvic bone. 

A comparison for prediction of maximum contact pressure location between the 

FE model and volunteer experiments can be seen in Figure 10. In the FE model, 

prediction of maximum contact pressure is located under the pelvic bone structure of the 

sacrum section. Pressure sores mostly occurred between a bony prominence and an 

external support surface (such as pelvic binder or spine board) [12, 14]. During the 

tightening process, the soft tissue undergoes maximum deformation due to the external 

mechanical load from the straps. This finding is also consistent with the findings of a 

study based on experiments with volunteers conducted by Knops, Van Lieshout [8] and 

Grap, Munro [27]. However, finding the maximum value for contact pressure between 

the FE model and volunteer experiments by Knops, Van Lieshout [8] was different. 

This is because of differences in the design and characteristics of the PCCDs used [7]. A 

comparison between the FE model and volunteer experiments revealed a significant 

correlation as shown in Figure 10. The soft human tissue reaction was relative to 

compression from the pelvic binder. Therefore, this indicated that the maximum contact 

pressure location between tissue and pelvic binder could be properly simulated using 

FEM. 
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(a)

(c)

(d)

(b)

 
 

Figure 9. The contact pressure distribution (kPa) (a) right area of iliac; (b) posterior 

area; (c) anterior area; (d) left area of iliac. 
 

(a) (b)

(d)(c)

(a)

 
Figure 10. A comparison for prediction of maximum contact pressure location with 

volunteer experiments (kPa) (a) FE method (BRIMTM Immobilizer), in the present 

work; (b) volunteer experiments (SAM-SlingTM); (c) volunteer experiments (Pelvic 

BinderTM); (d) volunteer experiments (T-PODTM). Source: Knops et al. [8] for (a), (b) 

and (c). 
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The maximum contact pressure on the posterior and iliac area can be seen in  
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Figure 11. The figure shows that the contact pressure value on the posterior, the 

left and the right iliac area are quite near to the experimental results by Ismail, Johar [3]. 

For validation of the model developed, the contact pressure results obtained from the FE 

simulation was compared with findings of the experimental results by Ismail, Johar [3]. 

It was found that the average per cent difference between the FE method and dry skin 

condition and the experimental method was 4.53%, while the average per cent 

difference between the FE method and wet skin condition and the experimental method 

was 2.13%. This showed that the model of the tissue-PCCDs contact interface was able 

to predict the interaction behaviour between tissue and pelvic binder. These findings 

also indicate that the model is appropriate for further studies on the effects of human 

tissue interactions. 
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Figure 11. The maximum contact pressure on the posterior, left area of the iliac and 

right area of the iliac. 

 

The compression force of the pelvic binder used in this study was 180 N. 

Determination of compression force was estimated on a pelvic binder in order to reduce 

contact pressure on the unstable pelvic fracture. Figure 12 shows the contact pressure 

exerted in the left and right area of the iliac for wet and dry skin conditions. It can be 

seen that the contact pressure on the tissue interface was found to increase with 

increasing loading rate. The maximum pressure on the left area of the iliac was 21.16 

kPa for dry skin and 22.31 kPa for wet skin, while the maximum contact pressure on the 

right area of the iliac was 22.97 kPa for dry skin and 23.56 kPa for wet skin. From 

Figure 12, the maximum load during the tightening process should be kept below 60 N 

for dry skin and 40 N for wet skin thus, reducing the possibility of pelvic injury [5]. 

This is also to prevent pressure sores on the left and right area of the iliac. Figure 13 

however, exhibits different values between the anterior and posterior compared to to the 

left and right area of the iliac. The anterior area gives a maximum value of 120 N for 

both wet and dry conditions, while the posterior shows a significantly lower value with 

20 N for both conditions. The reason is because the patient was lying down on the spine 

board. 
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Figure 12. The contact pressure exerted on the left and right area of the iliac for wet and 

dry skin. 
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Figure 13. The contact pressure exerted on the posterior and anterior area for wet and 

dry skin. 

In addition, the weight of the patient also needs to be included thus the load is 

minimal compared with other areas. If the load is greater than 20 N, the pressure will 

increase proportionally resulting in pressure sores. Contact pressure was exerted on the 

posterior and anterior area for wet and dry skin conditions. The maximum contact 

pressure exerted by the pelvic binder on human tissue occurred in the posterior area, 

while the minimum contact pressure occurred on the anterior area. The maximum 

pressure on the posterior area was 69.94 kPa for dry skin and 73.05 kPa for wet skin, 

while the maximum contact pressure on the anterior area was 11.58 kPa for dry skin and 

10.69 kPa for wet skin. The analysis results showed that the contact pressure obtained 

from the present work exceeded the pressure recommended by the manufacturers i.e. 

≥ 9.3 kPa. This condition can lead to tissue damage after a prolonged period when 

pressure on the tissue interfaces is not controlled [4, 6, 8]. Hence, to prevent tissue 
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damage there must be a cushion between the pelvic binder and human tissue to reduce 

the effects of tissue reaction from the prehospital device. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

The FE model of the tissue-PCCDs contact interface was developed to study the effects 

of human tissue interactions in the pelvic compression binder. The material parameters 

for human tissue was modelled and validated from previous researchers. The FE model 

was developed using ABAQUS following a standard model from CIRS Dynamic Pelvis 

Phantom. From the FE results, the contact pressure distribution was validated by 

experiments performed by Knops and Ismail. Their studies were executed based on 

volunteer experiments. The results showed that the FE model of the tissue-PCCDs 

contact interfaces was able to predict exerted pressure and location of maximum contact 

pressure. Irregular and uneven pressure distribution patterns were exhibited during the 

process of tightening the PCCDs straps. The analysis also provided the effect of friction 

coefficients on tissue-PCCDs contact interface in wet and dry conditions. It showed 

minor differences in contact pressure for both wet and dry conditions. The value of 

contact pressure obtained from all areas of tissue interfaces led to the build-up of 

pressure sores, which can cause tissue damage after a prolonged period of time. Hence, 

a cushion should be introduced to avoid tissue damage while reducing the patient effect 

due to the prehospital equipment. This study was limited to static conditions represented 

by the patient on a spine board. However, it provides significant findings on the 

interactions between human tissue and pelvic binder during tightening of the PCCDs 

straps. Hence, further studies could be conducted especially for dynamic cases and 

cushions could be introduced to PCCDs to reduce contact pressure and subsequently, 

pressure sores. 
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